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*ere is a significant increase in the geriatric population across the globe. With the increase in the number of geriatric people and
their associated health issues, the need for larger healthcare resources is inevitable. Because of this, healthcare service-providing
industries are facing a severe challenge. However, technological advancement in recent years has enabled researchers to develop
intelligent devices to deal with the scarcity of healthcare resources. In this regard, the Internet of things (IoT) technology has been
a boon for healthcare services industries. It not only allows the monitoring of the health parameters of geriatric patients from a
remote location but also lets them live an independent life in a cost-efficient way. *e current paper provides up-to-date
comprehensive knowledge of IoT-based technologies for geriatric healthcare applications. *e study also discusses the current
trends, issues, challenges, and future scope of research in the area of geriatric healthcare using IoT technology. Information
provided in this paper will be helpful to develop futuristic solutions and provide efficient cost-effective healthcare services to
the needy.

1. Introduction

*e rapid advancements in clinical science and technologies
have significantly increased the average life expectancy of
humans across the globe [1]. *is led to a substantial rise in
the geriatric population. In 2015, the number of geriatric
people was nearly equal to 8.5% of the world population and
it was estimated that it will increase to 12% and 16.7% by the
years 2030 and 2050, respectively [2]. As compared to other
age groups, elderly persons are more prone to several health-
related issues such as diabetes, hypertension, asthma, and
chronic diseases. Hence, the elderly group of people needs
the utmost attention in terms of medication, treatment, and
care especially if they chose to live an independent life. *e
prime constraint in availing of a good healthcare service is its
rising cost [3]. Also, the aged group cannot be physically
present at the health center each time they face a health issue.

*e reason may be either the increased cost or the un-
availability of a good health center with all advanced
technologies. *is has inspired various research commu-
nities to go for other alternatives that can reduce the ex-
penditure while delivering quality healthcare services to the
patients. With the wide use of advanced technologies and
Internet services, and sensors, it is now possible to avail a
range of healthcare services at home.*is allows the geriatric
people to lead an independent life while receiving standard
clinical service at home.

In the last decade, several state-of-the-art technologies
such as machine learning, deep learning, the Internet of
things (IoT), data analytics, and artificial intelligence have
opened up a new arena of research in the field of healthcare
services. In particular, IoT has shown substantial growth in
recent years and is expected to continue even in the future
[4]. IoT is defined as a network of physical objects with
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embedded technology that can sense and interact with the
surrounding environment and provide autonomous com-
munication [5]. It is a platform for seamless and better
integration between computer-based systems and the
physical world. *is has enabled humans to connect with
anyone, anywhere and anytime [6]. IoT has taken maximum
use of real-time monitoring technology to provide efficient
healthcare services [3]. *e description of the basic archi-
tecture of an IoT-based healthcare system is provided in
supplementary section S1. *e application of IoT technol-
ogies in healthcare systems reduced the repeated manual
examination of various physiological parameters such as
body temperature, blood pressure, blood oxy gen levels, and
heart rate. Further, these systems provide an automatic and
precise collection of health information that could poten-
tially speed up the process of treatment, lower the cost of
hospitalization, and enhance the user experience [7]. *is
helps to build digital health records that can be accessed
from a distance/remote location. *ough numerous IoT-
based systems such as smart homes, smartwatches, and
many more have been developed in recent years, smart
wearables are widely used as they provide the advantage of
continuous monitoring of the physiological parameters
without discomforting the patients [8]. *ese devices also
provide a platform that can connect patients with healthcare
providers through the Internet. Furthermore, such devices
allow the collection of a huge amount of data and help to
develop more precise clinical guidelines [9]. *ese data
sources can also be used to develop automated IoT devices
for real-time monitoring [10]. *e IoT technology is effi-
ciently used to provide rehabilitation, diagnosis, and
healthcare monitoring [11]. However, to track the evolution
and recent trends of the ongoing research in the field of IoT
and elderly care, we performed a bibliometric analysis (using
the software VOSviewer) on the collected articles from the
“Web of Science” database with a keyword search {“Internet
of *ings” AND (“Elderly” OR “healthcare”) AND “Elderly
care”}. *e result showed 184 articles. Using these articles,
we have analyzed the evolution of important keywords used
in the aforementioned field over time (Figure 1) as well as
their correlation. *e density plot shows that “healthcare
services,” “elderly patients,” “elderly care,” and “wearable
devices” are some of the important keywords in the pre-
viously published literature. A cluster of keywords, namely,
“medical things,” “elderly healthcare,” “elderly patients,” and
“health conditions,” were found to represent the association
between the Internet of medical things and elderly health-
care. Unfortunately, the cluster shows a weaker density that
represents an insignificant growth over time. *is may be
due to the existence of limited research in the field of ge-
riatric care. Further, only a few articles have discussed the
issues and challenges in employing the IoT-based tech-
nology in providing the elderly healthcare services. Hence,
there is a need for a detailed review in the aforementioned
field of study.

Consequently, this paper aims to provide comprehensive
information emphasizing the recent or possible application
of IoT technology in geriatric care services. *e outcome of
this research could be beneficial for researchers, especially

the IT professionals who want to use the technology in
various healthcare applications. *e current paper discusses
the need for health monitoring in the geriatric population,
current sectors that are getting influenced by the IoT
technology, the applications in various healthcare services,
present issues, and future challenges. *e knowledge shared
in this research will help the researchers/scientists to develop
technologies that can deliver healthcare services to the
needy, promote service delivery to the elderly, and increase
their quality of life.

2. Need for Health Monitoring in the
Geriatric Population

Aging is a normal biological process that leads to the oc-
currence of age-related diseases. Such diseases are caused
due to either endogenous or exogenous factors. *is results
in functional and morphological changes in all organs and
systems [12]. *e physiological changes may result in the
precipitation of chronic diseases like osteoporosis and de-
pression. Quite often, such diseases are hidden and remain
atypical for a longer duration. In the case of the geriatric
population, the diseases progress at a faster rate and may get
complicated easily. *e treatment of geriatric-related dis-
eases results in polypharmacy. Unlike in the middle-aged
and young adults, the diagnosis and treatment modality in
the geriatric population generally requires a different ap-
proach. However, many a time, after receiving suitable
treatment and diagnosis, the geriatric patients become weak
both mentally and physically. Hence, rehabilitation of the
geriatric population has been regarded as essential for a
healthy society. *e rehabilitation process helps the
healthcare givers to maintain optimum health and quality of
life for geriatric patients. *ough the list of health issues in
older age is large, some of the most common issues are
discussed in the current section.

2.1. Auditory and Visual Impairment. Visual and hearing
impairments restrict the patient’s ability to express clearly
and interact with the immediate environment. Hearing loss
can result in depression, irritability, frustration, isolation,
loneliness, cognitive impairment, and compromised phys-
ical mobility [13]. *e solution to auditory impairment
empowers one’s daily routine work and psychological be-
havior. *is shows a positive effect in various areas like a

Figure 1: Density plot showing the evolution of trending keywords
on the application of IoT in geriatric care. *e plot was generated
using VOSviewer software.
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family relationship, enjoyment of leisure activities, tele-
phone communication (emergencies and social touch), and
communicating the health issues and daily needs to others.
*is empowers them to live safely and independently. Along
with auditory, there is also a gradual deterioration of visual
sensory function with aging. As compared to hearing im-
pairment, visual impairment exerts a deep impact on the
health status of the geriatric population. Vision loss is as-
sociated with high-risk consequences like increased social
isolation, reduced self-image, depression, and physical
disability [14]. *e physical disability includes a lack of
ability to perform daily activities, mobility, and reduced
participation in other activities. *e elderly population with
both visual and auditory impairment undergo two times
more difficulties than the single-impairment population.
*ey face difficulties in managing medication regimens,
ambulation, and performing their daily activities [15].

2.2. Falls. Every year, 30% of the geriatric population aged
65 years and older suffer from falls. About 14–50% of people
who encounter falls are unable to rise after it [16]. In most
cases, they are found lying on the ground and are later
discovered by others. Moreover, the women population
experience a greater proportion of falls. *is observation can
be due to the fact that women constitute a majority of the
total population due to the higher mortality rate of the el-
derly men population [17]. Geriatric patients with gait
dysfunction have a high risk of falls. *e risks may include
traumatic brain injury, fractures, and joint dislocation.
Patients associated with falls undergo pain, loss of stamina,
and declined function. Around 40% of people sustaining
falls had reported continued pain and hence have been
prescribed bed rest for a few months after the fall. Suffering a
fall can damage self-confidence and self-trust and jeopardize
the independence of a geriatric patient as it is associated with
long-term treatment and care [18].

2.3. Osteoporosis. Osteoporosis is extremely prevalent in old
age. It affects nearly one-half of the population that is aged
above 75 years and one-third of the postmenopausal women
population [19]. It may result in bone fracture even with
minimal trauma. Around the globe, millions of elderly
people suffer from osteoporosis that commonly leads to
vertebral, hip, or wrist fractures [20]. Around 25% of women
who are aged 50 years and older have one or more vertebral
compression fractures that can be related to osteoporosis.
Unlike falls, patients with osteoporosis undergo long-term
hospitalization and have to receive medication for a long
time. *is can result in compromised physical mobility,
irritability, frustration, and damage to the self-esteem of the
patients.

2.4. Malnutrition. Malnutrition occurs when there is a
deficiency of vitamins, minerals, protein, and other essential
substances that the human body needs for its proper
functioning [21]. Additionally, various psychological factors
such as loneliness, depressive symptoms, bereavement, and

cognitive decline also contribute to malnutrition in elderly
persons [22]. A poor nutritional status may also be found in
old-aged people who rely on others for meals. Poor nutrition
directly affects the patient’s medical condition and func-
tional status.*is can decrease one’s immunity and results in
poor recovery from diseases.

2.5. Depression. Depression is one kind of mental health
disorder, which has been diagnosed among most of the
geriatric population.*e disease shows symptoms of fatigue,
sleep disturbances, and weight loss. It has quite often been
associated with coexisting medical conditions. Various
medical conditions like Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, malnutrition, cancer, stork, HIV infection, hypo-
thyroidism, hyperparathyroidism, hepatitis, arthritis, skin
problems, and speech disorders may lead to depression [23].
In the geriatric population, depression can decrease walking
speed, standing balance, ability to rise from a chair, and
functions that are associated with daily activities [24].
Moreover, it contributes to the individual’s disability,
functional failure, and losing hope to live a quality life.
Patients with depression usually need prolonged treatment
and diagnosis. Proper diagnosis and care of depression can
significantly decrease further disability, restore functions,
and help to maintain a healthy life in the geriatric
population.

2.6. Delirium and Dementia. Cognitive impairment, such as
delirium and dementia, is quite common in the elderly
population. Generally, delirium is caused due to severe or
chronic illness, changes in metabolic balance, medication,
and infection [25]. It is a disorder of attention that affects
mental, sensory, behavioral, and emotional functioning.*is
disease is usually acute and temporary. Around 40% of
delirium patients face hallucinations that get worse at
nighttime. *e symptoms of delirium in the geriatric pop-
ulation may last for hours to weeks [26]. However, dementia
is not a part of aging. It is a cognitive impairment that
resulted in the loss of memory, thinking ability, and other
mental abilities. Patients with dementia have short-term
memory problems. *ey tend to forget the events quickly
and hence have been found to repeatedly ask the same
question. *is disease in the geriatric population disrupts
their daily activities and leads to social impairment.

3. Influence of IoT on Geriatric
Health Monitoring

Healthcare technologies that employ IoT, artificial intelli-
gence, cloud computing, and mobile computing are crucial
in the development of an efficient medical system that can
facilitate a better life for the aging population. *ese tech-
nologies are used to design portable devices such as wearable
devices and sensors, smartphones, and rehabilitative devices.
Such devices promote public healthcare services at remote
locations. *e efficient use of these techniques helps to
educate customers/patients, reduces the medical load of the
health centers and doctors, and improves real-time
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monitoring. *ese devices have significantly influenced
geriatric healthcare monitoring. *e healthcare monitoring
domains can be categorized based on the services they
provide to the patients. Some of the most widely influenced
areas are discussed in the subsequent section.

3.1. Wearable Devices and Sensors. Wearable devices and
sensors are the measuring tools that are used for real-time
monitoring. *ese devices collect physiological information
from the human body and can also monitor physiological
activities. In elderly people, the application of wearable
sensors has diverse uses such as fall detection [27], sleep
patternmonitoring [28], cardiac health monitoring [29], and
sedentary behavior [30]. *e wearable devices are capable
enough to alert the patients and healthcare providers when
an adverse situation arises. Real-time monitoring can be
achieved through a continuous recording, storing, and
upgradation of the healthcare data at the cloud server. Due
to the advantage of easy handling and affordability, these
devices have become popular in the recent years. Seneviratne
et al. have discussed various commercially available wrist-
worn devices in the market such as Samsung Gear S2,
Empatica, Apple iWatch, Fitbit Flex, Pebble Time and other
accessories such as smart jewelry, skin patches, and e-tex-
tiles. *e authors further reported the challenges associated
with these commercial wearables which include security
threats and confidentiality of information [31]. In another
study, the consumer wearable sensors such as headbands,
camera clips, smartwatches, and various embedded sensors
in clothing have been explored (Figure 2). *ese devices give
direct access to the patients to analyze their healthcare data
and contribute to their better health [32]. Kekade et al. had
performed a survey to evaluate the usefulness of commer-
cially available devices. *e findings of this study proposed
that more than 60% of elderly people showed interest in the
future use of wearable devices. *is inferred the positive and
significant growth of this technology in the future.

3.2. Ambient Assisted Living. Ambient assisted living- (AAL-)
based medical devices/systems use the information and com-
munication technologies to transform the lives of elderly people
and other patients by providing them an independent life
[33, 34]. *ese devices integrate into the home and life of
patients in an intelligent and prevalent way. *is further in-
creases the quality of life and significantly reduces healthcare
expenses. *e AAL-based devices mainly focus on monitoring
the patient’s daily activities, detect health abnormalities, and
deal with emergency conditions. Various AAL-based systems
have been reported in the literature which help in achieving the
aforementioned goal in elderly people. Dohr et al. had intro-
duced the “Keep In Touch (KIT)” technology in AAL, which
combined smart objects and technologies such as near-field
communication (NFC) and radiofrequency identification
(RFID) to efficiently process healthcare information obtained
from the patient’s body [35].*eKITtechnology also provides a
communication channel for the sharing of information among
geriatric patients, healthcare providers, and doctors. In [36], the
AAL system captured user information through various sensors

and detected the activity of daily living (ADL). Herein, the
authors have tried to correlate the probability of calculating
various illnesses with the environmental scenario (season, air
quality, the intensity of sunray, etc.). Loza-Matovelle et al. had
developed an AAL system by integrating the robotic technology
with another network sensor to provide assistant service for
elderly people [37]. Smart homes [38], wearable sensors [39],
and mobile technologies [40] have also been integrated with the
AAL technologies to provide remote monitoring with a
functional support system.

3.3. Telemedicine. A telemedicine system provides medical
care through establishing audiovisual communication be-
tween doctors and patients. *e term “medical care” in-
volves diagnosis, treatment, consultation, and prescription
of medicines [41]. Provision of secure and safe medical care
involves the use of mobiles and communication technolo-
gies, home sensors, wearable sensors, and so forth. In [42], a
telemedicine system has been reported, which can monitor
and record physiological signals such as heart rate, blood
flow, and myoelectric signals. *e recorded data could be
accessed through a mobile phone or tablet and further
processed and analyzed. Stradolini et al. have developed a
cloud-based telemedicine system for anesthesia monitoring.
*e system allows the anesthesiologist to closely monitor the
sedated patients through an android app [43]. In [44], a
smart healthcare service model has been designed and
proposed. *e system provides an authorized telemedicine
infrastructure for geriatric patients where the healthcare
professional can continuously monitor the activity of the
caregiver and patients and also can interact with the patients.

3.4. Mobile Healthcare Services. *e mobile healthcare
system helps in preserving a patient’s vital information in the
form of electronic medical reports and allows healthcare
professionals to access this information when needed. Most
of the mobile healthcare systems use the cloud server to store
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Figure 2: Example of different consumer wearable sensors and
devices (reproduced from [32]).
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the information and use a mobile app as an interface to
connect patients, caregivers, and doctors. *is process en-
hances the accessibility of medical information and the
efficiency of the system. It has been reported that older adults
mostly prefer a mobile phone over other electronic devices
such as computers. *e portability of these devices and the
ease of accessibility may be the reason behind their huge
popularity. In many IoT-based systems, the smartphone is
used as a gateway for data communication among hospitals,
pharmacies, medical authorities, and patients (Figure 3).
Saraubon et al. have proposed a smart geriatric care system
using IoT and mobile technology to detect falls, monitor
heart rate, and provide real-time video monitoring [46]. In
another study [47], a data mining-based approach was
employed in the mobile healthcare system for activity rec-
ognition. Some of the other explored areas where efficient
use of mobile technology has been employed for geriatric
care include chronic diseases, cardiac diseases, diabetes, and
mood [48–50]. *e use of mobile devices also allows elderly
people to share their health-related information with their
families.

3.5. Robotic Technology. Robotic technology has trans-
formed elderly healthcare by taking into consideration the
potential use of human-automation interaction. *is tech-
nology assists the geriatric population in their daily activity,
alerts the patients about their health issues, ensures the safety
of the patient, and provides social support. Bogue has
mentioned three different types of robots that could be
employed in geriatric care. *ese include household robots,
companion robots, and assistive robots [51]. *e integration
of robots in IoT-based healthcare systems helps elderly
disabled persons to perform physical tasks. *e components
of an IoT-based system with robotic technology are rep-
resented in Figure 4. It is possible to create a sense of the
physical presence of the caregivers and doctors from a
distance that can virtually interact with the patients through
a robotic body [52, 53]. *e literature also reported the
efficient use of telepresence robotic technology in moni-
toring ECG, video conferencing, and reminding patients to
take medicine [52]. In [54], IoT, wireless communication,
and automation technologies were integrated into a
wheelchair for real-time monitoring. *e system could vi-
sualize the surrounding environment with the help of an
array of cameras. *is helped the system to achieve safer
navigation tasks. In a recent study, researchers have com-
bined robotics with other sensing technologies in an IoT-
based AAL environment to provide a higher human-robot
interaction. Such systems can understand the patient’s needs
and can act accordingly in a more adaptive manner [37].

4. IoT Applications in Geriatric Care

IoT has transformed the healthcare industry with advanced
sensing technologies, communication protocols, and data
analytics techniques. *is has influenced the life of geriatric
people by improving their quality of life and providing a
wide range of healthcare applications. In the subsequent

sections, some of the most prominent applications of the IoT
in the healthcare industry with special attention to geriatric
care are discussed.

4.1. Monitoring Clinical Health Parameters. *e clinical
health parameters (e.g., blood pressure, pulse rate, tem-
perature, oxygen saturation, blood glucose, balance, gait, and
lipid profile) act as vital signs for various diseases and health
abnormalities. In the case of the elderly, early attempts must
be made to regularly obtain the health status. *is would
help in the timely diagnosis of a disease and avoid sudden
complicacy. Hence, continuous observations of these pa-
rameters are needed. Several studies [55–58] in the past have
addressed the role of IoT technology for monitoring dif-
ferent health parameters.

Blood pressure fluctuation is one of the most common
diagnostic parameters for measuring several health issues.
*e use of a conventional device requires a helping hand for
the measurement of blood pressure. *ese issues could be
eliminated through the integration of IoT technology that
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Medical insurance
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Figure 3: A mobile IoT environment (reproduced from [45]).
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Figure 4: Components of an IoT-based healthcare system inte-
grated with robotic technology (reproduced from [37]).
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brings about more independence to the patients. Anh Dinh
et al. designed a device that makes use of the electrocar-
diogram (ECG) and the photoplethysmogram signal from
the fingers to obtain blood pressure from the fingertip [59].
In [60], a device for obtaining both systolic blood pressure
and diastolic blood pressure separately has been proposed.
*e results showed a higher confidence interval than that of
the results obtained from the oscillometric method. Body
temperature is a vital sign in many health issues. *e
inaccuracy in measuring this parameter may lead to failure
in identifying patient complications and adversely influence
the diagnosis process [61]. *e IoT-based devices enable
real-time monitoring of temperature from a distance. In
[62], a single-chip computer (Raspberry Pi) board was used
to collect and process data from the various sensors. Further,
the recorded information was displayed using a monitor.

Aging people are highly prone to diabetes. Continuous
monitoring of the glucose levels helps the physicians to
provide medication at right time. One of the possible so-
lutions to avoid a repeated visit to the hospital is the IoT-
enabled remote monitoring technology. In [63], a nonin-
vasive method named “Gloco” has been proposed. *is
method used an infrared LED in the fingertip and calculated
the blood glucose level based on received light intensity. *e
glucose level reading was then sent to a mobile phone where
the recorded data could be accessed through a mobile ap-
plication. In another research [64], a smart device was de-
veloped, which used a single-chip computer (Raspberry Pi),
a power bank, a visible laser beam, and a Pi camera, all
integrated into a hand glove. *e glove provides the body
glucose level information.*e generated data then processed
by an artificial neural network and the results could be
viewed on any smartphone.

In recent studies, researchers have focused on measuring
multiple health parameters at the same time. Kumar et al.
have proposed a system that monitors pulse rate, respiratory
rate, and body temperature using noninvasive sensors. *e
system used a microcontroller to process the sensor data and
display the same using the “*ingSpeak android application”
[65]. In another study [66], a remote health monitoring
system has been proposed, which used a single-chip com-
puter (e.g., Raspberry Pi) and IoT for measuring the body
temperature and pulse rate concurrently. Along with these
two measures, the device is also capable of recording other
health parameters including blood pressure, heart rate, and
respiration.

Most of the conventional devices, which measure the
important health parameters, are mostly used in the in-
tensive care unit (ICU) and operation theaters. However,
they still have not achieved a high acceptance by common
people. *is is due to its higher cost. In the future, IoT
devices must be designed at a lower cost with the use of
cheaper sensors and materials. Currently, conventional
devices are transforming into electronic devices that are
user-friendly and need less human intervention. For ex-
ample, the use of infrared (IR) technology in measuring
body temperature is more popular [67]. *e infrared
thermometer measures the body temperature from the
forehead using the IR sensor without any physical contact

with the patient. *e method not only reduces the risk of
cross-contamination but also prevents the spread of con-
tagious diseases including COVID-19. *is type of tech-
nological intervention allows reducing the use of mercury,
which is used in conventional thermometers [68]. *e main
challenge associated with the measurement of the blood
glucose level is that it is unstable and depends on the food
intake status of a person. As per the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (NICE), one of the possible
indicators for the measurement of blood glucose level can be
HbA1c (glycated hemoglobin). It has also been experi-
mentally found that an average increase of 2mmol/L in the
blood glucose results in the rise of the HbA1c level by
11mmol/L [9]. Sensing and measuring HbA1c is still a
potential challenge and is being explored as a measurement
tool by many researchers.

4.2. Activity Recognition. *e real-time monitoring of hu-
man activity is a useful and efficient tool in elderly care as it is
associated with maintaining daily activities, health moni-
toring, and enhancing the safety and security of elderly
people. *ough fall detection of the user is the prime focus,
the recognition of different activities can also be employed to
analyze the user behavior. As per the data given by theWorld
Health Organization, more than 28% of the aged population
gets affected by falls each year [69]. It is also expected that a
lack of preventive measures may double this value by 2030. A
fall event may not only cause physical injuries but also have
psychological consequences including anxiety, depression,
and fear of falling. *e IoT devices that are capable of
tracking human activity can contribute to reducing this kind
of adverse event. *is can be achieved by employing ad-
vanced algorithms and various body-worn sensors in an IoT
environment [70]. Numerous studies [71–73] in the past
have investigated the potential of IoT in delivering different
solutions to activity recognition and fall detection. *e
authors in [74] reviewed various state-of-the-art wearable
technologies in geriatric care for activity recognition, po-
sitionmonitoring, and vital sign monitoring (Figure 5).*ey
investigated the use of various sensors and their integration
in monitoring positions and activities. *e authors have also
discussed the future aspects of developing a “smart clothing”
system. In [75], a framework for IoT-enabled Personalized
Intelligent Assistant has been proposed for helping geriatric
patients in performing their daily activities. *e system also
analyzes the daily activities and reports if any abnormality in
behavior was observed. Arifoglu and Bouchachia have de-
veloped a wearable device that used a 3D-axis accelerometer
embedded with a 6LoWPAN for falls detection in elderly
people [76]. *e sensor data was processed using a tree-
based big data model that functioned in an IoT gateway. If
falls were detected, an emergency alert was activated to
notify the caregivers. Further, it generates an emergency
alert to the family members or caregivers when a fall was
detected. *e IoT-based systems have employed various
machine learning algorithms for detecting and classifying
multiple activities. Arifoglu and Bouchachia have proposed a
similar method for geriatric patients with dementia. *ree
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variants of Recurrent Neural Network have been used for the
detection of abnormal behavior and activity [76]. In [77], the
authors have employed various wearable sensors and ma-
chine learning models for monitoring activities of geriatric
patients with Parkinson’s disease. Herein, gyroscopes and
triaxial accelerometers have been used for sensing these
activities. Additionally, machine learning algorithms were
used for recognizing these activities. In [77], a fall detection
cum emergency response system has been presented. *e
system employed deep sensors to get binary images of the
elderly persons who were tracked by Microsoft Kinect SDK.
*e features of the binary image were extracted using the
histogram of oriented gradient (HOG)method.*e status of
the fall was evaluated using the support vector machine
(SVM) algorithm.

Integration of IoT for activity/fall detection brings about
many advantages and has been widely used in terms of
remote access. However, some major challenges need to be
addressed in the future. *e use of wearable sensors in these
systems questions their real-time use. *is can be explained
by the fact that it is not possible to wear a sensing device all
the time. Moreover, the use of these wearable sensors also
has its inherent flaws. *is includes the loss of wearable
devices, maintenance burden, discomfort in wearing, and
lower battery life [77]. Hence, device-free systems must be
developed in the future with minimal use of wearable
sensors. *e use of multiple sensors and different com-
munication modules used for the detection of multiple
activities increases the computational complexity and

processing time. Another major challenge for such types of
devices is identifying the human poses and detecting a
change in a pose while detecting a fall event. In a recent
study, this issue has been eliminated with the applications of
convolutional neural network algorithms [78]. *e authors
have used a series of poses to differentiate between a fall
event and a nonfall event. In [79], the authors proposed a
method that used three-axis accelerometer and gyroscope to
detect fall in elderly person by differentiating static position
from dynamic position. *e device also provided infor-
mation about the four kinds of positions, falling backward,
falling front, jumping, and sitting fastly, by considering the
velocity and acceleration of patients. Although these systems
are incorporated with many advanced features, they lack in
achieving higher functionality and customer demands.

4.3. Chronic Diseases Monitoring. Chronic diseases are one
of the leading causes of death in elderly people [79]. As per a
medical survey [80], about 80% of geriatric people aged
above 65 suffer from at least one chronic disease. *e most
common chronic illnesses associated with elderly people
include diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, cancer, depression,
Alzheimer’s disease, osteoporosis, lung disease, kidney
disease, Parkinson’s disease, and dementia. It is difficult for
elderly people to take care of themselves in presence of the
aforementioned clinical conditions. *is leads to poor
quality of life. Further, the diagnosis and monitoring of
chronic diseases need continuous effort. In this regard,
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various IoT-driven devices have shown potential in dealing
with these diseases. Several studies [81–85] in the past have
proposed IoT-based solutions to improve the living standard
of geriatric patients with the aforementioned diseases.
Winkler et al. asserted that remote monitoring in geriatric
care can reduce the mortality rate along with hospitalization
rate and delivered quality chronic disease treatment [86]. In
[84], the authors proposed a system to monitor vital signs
that help to detect various chronic diseases of geriatric
patients using a range of wearable sensors. Data mining
approaches were adopted for training the system. In [87], a
fuzzy ontology-based healthcare system (Figure 6) was
employed to ensure continuous monitoring of diabetic
patients. *e system ensured the monitoring of diet status
and health conditions. *e device was able to provide
recommendations for leading a healthy life. Demirl et al.
have reported the application of IoT, which helped geriatric
patients to deal with dementia [4]. Elderly people with
dementia mostly show decreased mental and physical effi-
ciency due to memory loss.*e authors designed a system to
collect, transmit, and record the data from various sensors
that were placed in the patient’s home (in the kitchen,
bedroom, toilet, and bathroom). All routine behaviors of the
patients were recorded, which were used to train the ma-
chine learning model. *e system also alerted the patients
when there was a deviation from the routine activity.
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) can be a potential reason for
the high mortality rate among the geriatric population. CVD
may further lead to other health issues such as angina,
myocardial infarction, atrial fibrillation (AF), and heart
attack. Hence, aging people with CVD need care and
continuous monitoring. Electrocardiograph (ECG) signals
reflect the functionality of the cardiac muscle and act as an
indicator of various cardiac abnormalities. Hence, in most
IoT-based healthcare systems, ECG has been a recording
parameter of choice for researchers. In [88], the authors
proposed a smartwatch (fromApple) with Kardia Band (KB)
technology that can detect AF effectively using a single-lead
ECG signal. *e proposed device could effectively differ-
entiate sinus rhythm from AF by comparing the cardiac
expert interpreted ECG with KB recorded ECG. Such a
device was paired with a mobile application for automated
detection of AF. In another research [89], the authors
proposed a portable IoT-driven ECG monitoring device (3
electrodes) by integrating a single-chip computer and var-
ious sensors. Herein, the acquired data was stored in the
cloud, which was made accessible to authorized personnel
only. A reminder e-mail was automatically sent to the pa-
tient and doctors in case of abnormal ECG. *e proposed
device was also capable of measuring other health param-
eters like temperature, BP, and blood sugar level. In a similar
study [90], a multisensory device was designed, which
collected heart rate, temperature, and body activity data
from the patients.*ese data were used for the predictions of
heart attack or cardiac arrest. *e integrated system
employed signal processing and machine learning algo-
rithms for the prediction. In the clinical environment, the
ECG was acquired using a 12-lead ECG system, where the
signal was recorded using 10 electrodes. *e electrodes were

connected to specific locations on the body surface [91].
However, when it comes to continuous ECG monitoring,
using a 12-lead system is not comfortable. Hence, the single-
lead ECG signals were acquired using a smart device such as
a smartwatch and smart fabric. *ese signals can be used to
diagnose various heart-related abnormalities. Kardia Mobile
6L [92] is the first IoT-based personal 6-lead ECG recording
system that has been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). *is is a compact medical-grade
personal ECG device, which has been integrated with a
mobile application called “Kardia” to monitor cardiac ac-
tivities. In the future, enzyme-based heart abnormality de-
vices may be developed. Troponin is a cardiac enzyme that is
released on the damage of heart muscles and can act as a
measure for the early diagnosis of the acute coronary syn-
drome [93]. Unfortunately, there is no on-site testing device
available for measuring troponin levels. *e development of
such a device could speed up the diagnosis process for
clinicians and helps in saving a life.*is could be explored in
the future.

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a condition that im-
pairs the excretory functions of the kidney. CKD causes a
reduction in urine output and fluid imbalance of the body.
Diabetes, hypertension, and other health issues are the
leading cause of CKD.*ese associated health conditions are
making the diagnosis of CKD a complex process. *e ap-
plication of IoT, along with other healthcare technologies, is
helping the physician for easy and efficient diagnosis and
monitoring. In [94], the authors proposed an IoT-based
system for diagnosing CKD by measuring salt intake, water
intake, activity level, and sleeping pattern. *is health in-
formation was stored in the cloud and later can be accessed
by the physicians who analyze these data for diagnosis.
Hosseinzadeh et al. [95], in their study, have developed a
predictive model using the IoT-multimedia database for
CKD detection. Using the health information from the
database, the performancemeasures of the predictivemodels
were computed. Herein, the selection of information was
based on the clinical observations made by the physicians.
Despite the efficient use of technology, most hospitals still
rely on the manual monitoring of the urine output of the
patients using the urine bag, which may be susceptible to
human error. Numerous researches have already been
dedicated to designing an IoT-based system [9, 94] for
measuring urine output. However, these developed systems
are still lacking acceptance by health professionals. Some of
the potential reasons behind this may be the lack of com-
mercialization of these devices, validation before their ap-
plication, and insufficient awareness of their use.

4.4. Monitoring Mental Health and Cognitive Diseases.
*e mental illness severely impacts the routine life and
social-economic status of elderly people. Mental health
declines with progressing age. *is may be the potential
reason behind the increased mental illness in the elderly
population. *e most commonly observed mental health
issues in the elderly include Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, dementia, depression, and schizophrenia.
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Numerous studies [58, 96–98] have employed IoT-based
technology in the detection of these conditions and provided
better care. de la Torre Dı́ez et al. have reviewed the con-
tribution of IoT in dealing with mental illness. *e authors
have summarized how different IoT-based solutions had
revolutionized the process of monitoring and diagnosis of
these diseases [99]. In [100], the authors reported a system
that can be used for tracking and monitoring mentally ill
patients. In another study [101], the behavioral changes (e.g.,
sleeping pattern, repetitive action, and excess active level) in
geriatric population have been assessed using various IoT-
based sensors, which were employed to diagnose Alz-
heimer’s conditions. In a similar study [102], an IoT-based
system has been proposed to analyze the efficacy of the
medication by monitoring the symptoms of Parkinson’s
disease. *e device consisted of an electronic dosing ma-
chine, a smartphone, a bed, and wrist sensors. *e proposed
device was able to monitor motor function, physical exer-
cise, medication compliance, and meal intake time. *e
authors concluded that the proposed system can assist
mentally ill geriatric patients to have an insight into the
correlation between medication and symptoms of the dis-
ease. Parkinson’s disease causes a deterioration of functions
and leads to slower movement and restricted activity. *e
conventional methods follow a “pull test” for the early di-
agnosis of Parkinson’s disease. *e test detects postural
instability using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale (UPDRS) [103]. *e primary challenge in such an IoT-
based system for diagnosing mental illness is the efficient
handling of a large volume of data that is acquired from
various sources. A large dataset, generated from these de-
vices, needs extra effort for processing and analysis to
provide smart healthcare services. It has also been reported
that various psychiatric biomarkers such as proteins and
other macromolecules have potential in detecting mental
disorders [104, 105]. However, more research is needed to

reach the stage where it can be used clinically. In the future,
biosensors that can efficiently detect these biomarkers may
be employed in IoT-based systems for the efficient detection
of various mental disorders. *e elimination of the afore-
mentioned issues can provide a long-lasting solution to deal
withmental health issues, especially in the case of the elderly.

4.5. Telerehabilitation. Rehabilitation plays an important
role to counteract physical disability and impairment caused
due to either aging or postillness (e.g., heart attack, falls, total
hip, knee, and joints replacement) surgery. Numerous re-
searches [41, 106] have employed sensor-integrated systems,
wearable sensors, and virtual reality for providing rehabil-
itative services to geriatric patients. In [107], the authors
have facilitated in-home rehabilitation of the geriatric pa-
tient through monitoring of the activity (still, up/down,
walking, idle, running, and cycling) and movement (arm
press, arm twist, arm circles, curls, and shoulder rolls)
recognitions. *ese movements are monitored using a
smartphone embedded with accelerometer sensors. Further,
the prediction of these activities could be made using dif-
ferent machine learning algorithms. Nave and Postolache
(2018) have designed an IoT-based smart walker rehabili-
tation system for geriatric patients. Such a system can
monitor the walking matrics during a rehabilitation session.
Various sensors such as ultrasound sensors, load cell sen-
sors, and inertial management sensors have been included in
this system. Herein, the recorded data was transmitted to the
cloud using a smartphone [108]. A number of research
articles have also been reported onmonitoring postoperative
rehabilitative therapy [107, 109, 110].*ese studies have also
proposed the concept of developing a smart home that is
integrated with numerous embedded sensors (e.g., room
occupancy, silhouette sensors, etc.) for the in-home moni-
toring of geriatric patients.
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*e most common cause for adopting telerehabilitation
is to avoid a repeated visit to the physiotherapy center and its
associated cost. In this regard, the acceptability of a reha-
bilitative device mostly depends on its costs. However, the
current rehabilitative devices are having a high cost as
compared to the cost of accessing physiotherapy. Hence,
there is a need to develop low-cost rehabilitative devices in
the future [111]. Although several IoT-based rehabilitation
systems have been reported in the past for elderly people,
rehabilitation for persons with disabilities has been ignored.
*is should be explored in the future. Easy accessibility of
these devices is another major challenge for their acceptance.
A user-friendly interface and improved accessibility in
system design will help patients to complete the treatment
process without much assistance from other individuals.
Further, it will encourage the participants to stay with the
rehabilitation program and encourage them to actively
participate in the exercise. Most of the conventional reha-
bilitation systems restrict their outcome to the training
results. However, the outcome measurement should also
include the quality of practice in terms of speed, accuracy,
kinematics, and daily home activities outside the training
session [112]. *e inclusion of such type of outcome
measurement unit will enable the IoT-based rehabilitation
system to qualitatively assess the patient’s improvement and
manage their exercise routine [113].

4.6. Monitoring Nutrition and Medication. Nutrition plays
an important role in the overall well-being of a person. *e
deficiency of a healthy diet may lead to malnutrition. *e
possibility of malnutrition is comparatively high in the el-
derly population. Lack of timely diagnosis may later cause
various health issues such as cardiovascular diseases, dia-
betes, and osteoporosis. Hence, it is necessary to track food
habits and daily nutrition, especially for elderly people who
are at higher risk of malnutrition. Lin et al. [114] have
proposed a system for daily diet control of elderly persons
using a single-chip computer (Raspberry Pi), two LEDs, and
RFID cards. *e system contains a list of foods that may
cause various diseases (CVDs, degenerative diseases, and
osteoporosis). Further, it recommends food to the patients
based on their health reports. In a similar study [115], a
device that can recommend daily nutritional diets and ex-
ercise for elderly people has been proposed. Apart from
nutrition, various other factors influence the health of the
elderly. *rough proper nutrition, one can improve the
health status, but it is not sufficient for people who are
already dealing with one or more chronic diseases. Main-
taining a routine medication regime is essential for them in
addition to the diet. With the passing age, elderly people
experience a decline in cognitive as well as mental ability.
Hence, maintaining timely and proper medication is be-
coming challenging. A smart pillbox or pill dispenser can be
a potential solution to the aforementioned issue, which can
remind the patient of their medication. *e IoT-integrated
smart pillboxes have gained much popularity in the recent
years. *ese devices enable the caregivers and doctors to
remotely monitor and control the medication routine of the

patients. An IoT-based smart pill dispenser has been pro-
posed in [116] for monitoring the medication regime of
geriatric patients. Herein, a mobile application has been used
to alert the patients and caregivers in case of an incorrect
medication schedule. In [113], the authors have proposed a
reminder-cum-memory aid system that can assist geriatric
patients with dementia. *e proposed system could generate
an e-mail, audiovisual display, and text message to remind
the patients of their medication schedule.

Managing polypharmacy is a potential challenge during
medication. *e management of multiple drugs, main-
taining their dose information, and medication time require
efficient algorithms. Again, different medicines do not follow
the same storage condition. Maintaining different storage
environments for the pills in a single pill chamber is difficult.
*is issue can be solved by creating different subchambers in
the pill tray, where the storage condition for each subtray can
be maintained as per requirement. It may be possible that
some users may accidentally consume the wrong medicine
either due to their forgetfulness or due to any system error
that may suggest the intake of an incorrect medicine. For
these issues, the IoT-based smart medication system may
include a feature that will provide the details of the pills to be
consumed to the user. Most of the IoT-based medication
systems focus only on giving the correct medicine at the
right time to the patients. However, these systems have
ignored the requirement of the “pill-restocking alerts”
system. Inclusion of the pill-restocking information will
remind the family members as well as the caregivers to refill
the medicine before time so that the medication regime of
the patients will not be hampered. *is may be incorporated
in the future. Also, in the future, the medication systemmust
include multiple reminder signals such as voice, text, vi-
bration, and sights (as in [113]) which can help elderly
people with impairment. Such devices will increase their
acceptability.

4.7. Emergency Healthcare Service. Emergency healthcare
services deal with various sudden and unpredicted health
crises such as accidents, falls, and heart attacks. Aging causes
functional impairment and forgetfulness that make these
elderly people prone to a sudden health crisis. Emergency
care services are an integral part of every care service and can
be employed while monitoring either health parameters,
human physical, and behavioral activities or falls and so
forth. In the past, the emergency service was only accessible
in the hospital under the direct supervision of the health
professional. However, with the rapid growth in technology
and Internet services, it is now possible to avail of these
services at home. Numerous studies [114, 117, 118] have
been reported in the past for remote monitoring of daily
activities through IoT-based systems. An IoT-based living
assistance system has been proposed in [119], which can
monitor and register patient’s vital information. *e system
also poses a triggering system in the case of an emergency. In
[24], an IoT-aware health monitoring system has been
implemented, which sends alerts to health professionals
when elderly people require either hospitalization or
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emergency medical attention. An emergency system has
been integrated with the telemedicine system in [120].
Herein, the system shows the user location as well as
emergency information to the caregivers and also provides
instructions to help the patient. Korzun et al. [121] proposed
digital assistance services for emergencies. In case of an
adverse medical situation, when the patients feel the need for
emergency care, a signal can be sent to their relatives with a
single button press. However, the emergency message is
automatically generated and sent to the caregiver in case of a
fall event [122].

*e current IoT-based emergency healthcaremonitoring
system for elderly care only focuses on handling a single
medical condition of elderly people. Since a medical
emergency may arise from a wide array of health conditions,
monitoring a single health parameter would be insufficient
to achieve an efficient healthcare service. In [109], the au-
thors reported that there is a need for an integrated
emergency system that will employ more sensors (like blood
pressure meter and heart rate meter) and new services to
diversify the healthcare features and benefits. Immediate and
fast communication is crucial while dealing with an emer-
gency. Elderly people need to contact either a family member
or the caregivers to get swift support. Most of the IoT-based
emergency systems use the Internet for the communication
purpose, where a network disconnectivity may fail the whole
system. Hence, in the future, these systems must include an
alternate mode of communication which will be activated at
the time of network disconnectivity.

5. Current Issues, Challenges, and Future Scope

*e development of an efficient healthcare device/system
for the geriatric population must be based on three
important aspects, a fast response time during first-aid
service, an effective communication system, and a user-
friendly interface, for its efficient use. Lacking a user-
friendly interface may lower the efficiency of the system.
*e current healthcare devices are incapable of providing
fast access and a valid communication system. Hence, it is
inevitable to develop futuristic devices that overcome
these issues and provide more reliable solutions. An
ample amount of research in the literature is focused on
IoT-based healthcare applications for geriatric patients.
IoT technologies have significantly transformed health-
care services and have provided novel solutions to various
healthcare problems. Despite its wider applications,
many challenges still exist in this research domain. Most
of the currently available solutions for elderly care have
ignored the functional limitations associated with age and
cognitive performance. *e types and modes of disabil-
ities in old age are person-specific and demand the de-
velopment of adaptive systems. *e recently developed
IoT-based systems are relatively user-friendly as com-
pared to the devices developed in the past. However, these
systems have ignored the fact that, as compared to
younger people, elderly people are slow learners.
Moreover, elderly people face difficulty in operating
advanced gadgets and take a longer time to adapt to a new

system. One potential solution for this aforementioned
issue is to consider the comprehensive knowledge on
behavioral analysis as a feedback mechanism while de-
signing the IoT-based healthcare system.

A large number of vendors who provide a range of
products, protocols, and devices are present in the healthcare
industry. However, there is no compulsion on these vendors
to follow specific rules and regulations. Due to the variations
in the communication protocols, standards, and design,
various interoperability issues may arise. Hence, standard-
ization of these aforementioned areas is crucial. *e em-
ployment of standardization to these medical devices may
provide fundamental protection and support robust security
solutions for software development. Two examples of such
standardization agencies are Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine (SNOMED) and Logical Observation Identifiers
Names and Codes (LOINC). Although the advancement in
the IoT healthcare applications makes the process of stan-
dardization more complex, no dedicated study was found in
the literature which had addressed these issues and demands
future attention. IoT-based healthcare network connects a
large number of medical devices and sensors generating a
higher volume of medical data. *ese data are distributed
across various data sources/repositories. Hence, to avoid
complexity in the data flow among various sources, a
suitable method for data integration is required. Since
healthcare data contains private and sensitive information of
the patients, the privacy and security of data can be a major
issue that needs to be handled with caution and using
suitable protocols. Currently, there are no standard proto-
cols and regulations available which will control the way the
health information is collected in an IoT-embedded system
[123]. Hence, the use of an efficient security and privacy
safety protocol is the primary requisite during data trans-
mission. Personalized healthcare services include the in-
volvement of multiple doctors and caregivers from different
geographical areas. *is requires smooth communication
among these service providers. For this purpose, the future
healthcare system would require a data model that can not
only identify and integrate various data sources but also
provide an efficient data-handling mechanism. *e IoT-
based solutions capture personal data about the location,
health parameters, and daily habits during monitoring.
*ese data were then stored in a cloud server that can be
accessed and shared by third-party solution providers. *e
cloud layer acts as a repository of the details, medical history,
and other physiological parameters of the patients. Unfor-
tunately, the extraction of healthcare data from the cloud
reveals the personal information of the patients. *is may
hamper the privacy of elderly people who usually stay alone
at home and may put them at a higher risk category. Hence,
there should be a provision for selective sharing of the data.
Further, the system may take the consent of the patients
before using their health information. Data encryption can
be a potential solution to the privacy issue that can reduce
information security risks and should be explored in the
future.

Despite various technological and design advancements
in IoT-based systems, evaluating usability and acceptability
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is still a major challenge. *e measurement of willingness to
use and keep, simplicity, patient satisfaction level, reliability,
and wearable time are some of the measures to assess us-
ability and acceptability. To make an IoT-based healthcare
system more popular, modifications in manufacturing are
required to address some critical issues such as power
consumption, restricting the user movement within a
confined area, and cost [124]. *e cost of a device is directly
related to its acceptability. Hence, more research must be
dedicated in the future to develop low-cost healthcare de-
vices. *is can be achieved using low-cost materials and
cheaper sensors in future development. A cost analysis can
be performed to have an overall idea of the cost of the
commercially available devices developed so far. *is will
help geriatric patients to opt for accurate and cost-effective
solutions to their health problems.

6. Conclusion

*e substantial growth in the aging population in the recent
years has caused various health and socioeconomic chal-
lenges in the day-to-day life of geriatric people. Numerous
technological advancements in the healthcare sector have
addressed these challenges.*ey have also contributed to the
development of various solutions associated with the un-
derlying problems and help them to live a normal life. *e
current study discussed the need for IoT-based systems in
addressing the health issues associated with geriatric per-
sons. Further, the paper also discussed the role of IoT in
influencing various healthcare domains (AAL, telemedicine,
robotic technology, wearable sensors, etc.) in the elderly
population. Up-to-date information regarding the current
status of the IoT-based healthcare systems that deal with
various healthcare issues such as chronic diseases, mental
illness, cognitive diseases, and medication adherence is
discussed in the paper. Finally, various issues and potential
limitations of the existing healthcare systems/devices are
also mentioned. *e review paper will help future re-
searchers to have a piece of comprehensive knowledge in the
aforementioned field, which they can analyze to understand
the gaps in the current research and subsequently use this
information to develop advanced and intelligent healthcare
systems.
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